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Low energy tau pair production, at B factories and on top of the Υ resonances, allows for a detailed investigation
on the CP violation at the electromagnetic tau pair production vertex. High statistic available at low energies
offers the opportunity for an independent analysis of CP-violation in the τ lepton physics. We show that stringent
and independent bounds on the τ electric dipole moment, competitive with the high energy measurements, can
be established in low energies experiments.

The electric dipole moment (EDM) has been
extensively investigated in particle physics [1,2,3].
Nowadays the most precise bound is the one on
the electron EDM, deγ = (0.07±0.07)×10−26 e cm,
while the loosest is on the τ EDM [1], Re(dτγ ) >
−3.1 and < 3.1 × 10−16 e cm. The PDG quoted
bound on deγ for the τ comes from a CP-even
observable: the total cross section for e+ e− →
τ + τ − γ. This should be superseded with the
measurements of CP-odd observables, and this is
what we propose in what follows. Low energy experiments provide for independent constraints on
the EDM and allow to separate the effects coming from the electric and weak-electric dipole moments. A non zero measurement of an EDM is a
time reversal odd signal; CPT theorem for quantum field theories states that this is equivalent to
CP violation. These dipole moments are generated in the standard model only at three loops
but extended models can induce an EDM not far
from present experimental sensitivities[4]. The
tau EDM and weak-EDM have been studied in
detail at LEP in spin correlation observables [5]
and also in spin linear terms [6]. Most of the
statistics for the tau pair production was dominated by LEP but nowadays the situation has
evolved. High luminosity B factories and their

upgrades have a large τ pair sample.
We parametrized deviations from the standard model, at low energies, by an effective Lagrangian built with the standard model particle
spectrum, having as zero order term just the standard model Lagrangian, and containing higher dimension gauge invariant operators suppressed by
the scale of new physics, Λ [8,7]. The leading nonstandard effects that contribute to the EDM and
weak-EDM come from dimension six operators:
OB

=

OW

=

g′
LL ϕσµν τR B µν
2Λ2
g
~ µν .
LL~τ ϕσµν τR W
2Λ2

(1)
(2)

Here LL = (νL , τL ) is the tau leptonic doublet, ϕ
~ µν are the U(1)Y
is the Higgs doublet, B νν and W
and SU(2)L field strength tensors, and g ′ and g
are the gauge couplings.
The effective Lagrangian is
Lef f = iαB OB + iαW OW + h.c.

(3)

where the couplings αB and αW real. After spontaneous symmetry breaking, the Higgs gets
√ a vac0
uum expectation
value
<
ϕ
>=
u/
2 with
p√
2GF = 246 GeV, and the interacu = 1/
tions (3) can be written in terms of the gauge
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boson mass eigenstates Aµ and Z µ . Thus, the
Lagrangian for the EDM, written in terms of the
mass eigenstates, is1
Lγ,Z
ef f

=

e
F τ τ σµν γ 5 τ F µν −
2mτ γ
e
F τ τ σµν γ 5 τ Z µν
i
2mτ Z
−i

(4)

where Fµν and Zµν = ∂µ Zν − ∂ν Zµ are the
Abelian field strength tensor of the photon and
the Z gauge boson, respectively. As usual, we
have defined the following dimensionless couplings
Fγτ

=

umτ
,
(αB − αW ) √
2Λ2

(5)

FZτ

=

1
umτ
−(αB s2W + αW c2W ) √
2Λ2 sW cW

(6)

where sW = sin θW and cW = cos θW sine and cosine of the weak angle. Notice that, in the effective Lagrangian approach, exactly the same couplings that contribute to processes at high energies also contribute to the electric dipole moment
form factors, F new (q 2 ), at q 2 = 0. The difference
F new (q 2 ) − F new (0) only comes from higher dimension operators whose effect is suppressed by
powers of q 2 /Λ2 , as long as q 2 ≪ Λ2 as needed
for the consistence of the effective Lagrangian approach. For this reason we make no distinction
between electric dipole moment and electric form
factor.
The electric and weak-electric dipole moment
are
e
Fτ,
(7)
dτγ =
2mτ γ
e
dτZ =
Fτ
(8)
2mτ Z
and are usually expressed in units of ecm.
The e+ e− −→ γ, Υ −→ τ + τ − cross section has
contributions coming from the standard model
and the effective Lagrangian Eq.(4). At low energies tree level contributions come from direct γ
exchange (off the Υ peak) or Υ (at the Υ peak)
exchange while interference γ − Z (or Υ − Z at
the Υ peak) and Z − Z diagrams are suppressed
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by q 2 /MZ2 . At tree level then, the relevant diagrams are shown in Fig.1. from the standard (a),
(b) and beyond the standard (c), (d) amplitudes.

results, but for the magnetic moments, are found
in [7] where the notation is the same.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 1. Diagrams (a) direct γ exchange (b) Υ
production (c) EDM in γ exchange (d) EDM in
Υ production

We are interested in the differential cross section for e+ e− −→ τ + (s+ )τ − (s− ) and we will retain only up to linear terms in the dipole moments. In this way, the only proportional terms
to the EDM one gets from diagrams (c) and (d)
for the e+ e− −→ τ + τ − cross section come in the
spin-spin correlation. For details, see for example
the cross section formulas in [9].
All contributions to polarization terms are determined by the discrete symmetry properties: P,
CP, T and helicity flip. In our hypothesis the
EDM does not contribute to the single spin dependent terms. In fact it appears in the normal Peven, T-odd (s+ − s− )N (to the scattering plane)
spin-linear terms. Taking into accout that the
EDM effective Lagrangian is P and T-odd, we
find that the EDM contributes to this single spin
term but only through the interference with the
axial part of a Z exchange. This term is proportional to the electron or the fermion axial coupling to the Z. As such, it is doubly suppress
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by q 2 /MZ2 at low energies and also by the axial
coupling (1/4 − s2W ).
The EDM contributes to the spin-spin correlation terms. The T-odd normal-transverse (s+ ×
s− )N,T and normal-longitudinal (s+ × s− )N,L
correlation terms are proportional to the EDM.
This last term also receives standard model contributions through absorptive parts generated in
radiative corrections. At tree level it is the imaginary part of the Z propagator that produces a
contribution to this correlation with the interference of the amplitudes of direct γ and Z exchange.
This term is suppressed at low energies, and has
been calculated in [10] and subtracted if necessarily.
In the following we show how to measure the
EDM with the appropriate observables. We will
follow the notation of references [7,11] and further details and results will be published elsewhere [12].
Let us consider the τ -pair production in e+ e−
collisions though direct γ exchange (diagrams (a)
and (b) in Fig. 1.).
We assume from now on that the tau production plane and direction of flight can be fully reconstructed. This can be done if both τ decay
semileptonicaly; this has been studied in [13] and
applied in different cases by the L3-Collaboration
[14] following the ideas of [6,11] for semileptonic
decays of the tau.
Polarization along the directions x, y, z correspond to what is called transverse (T), normal
(N) and longitudinal (L) polarizations.
The differential cross section for τ pair production can be written:
dσ 0
dσ S
dσ SS
dσ
=
+
+
+ ...
(9)
dΩτ −
dΩτ −
dΩτ −
dΩτ −
The dots symbolize higher orders in the effective
Lagrangian that are beyond experimental sensitivity and not considered in this paper. The first
term of Eq. (9) represents the spin independent
differential cross section
α2
dσ 0
=
β(2 − β 2 sin2 θ)
(10)
dΩτ −
16 s
where α is the fine structure constant, s = q 2 is
the square of the 4-momenta carried by the photon, θ is the angle defined by the electron and τ

q
√
directions, and γ = 2msτ , β = 1 − γ12 , are the
dilation factor and τ velocity, respectively. The
dσS
, involves spin linear contribusecond term dΩ
τ−
tions and is suppressed in our hypothesis. The
last term in (9) is proportional to the product of
the spins of both τ ’s and can be written as:
dσ SS
dΩτ −

=

α2
β sx+ sx− Cxx + sy+ sy− Cyy +
16s
+
sz+ sz− Czz + (sx+ sy− + sy+ sx− )Cxy
+

+
(sx+ sz− + sz+ sx− )Cxz
+
y z
z y
(s+ s− + s+ s− )Cyz +

−
−
(s+ × s− )x Cyz
+ (s+ × s− )y Cxz
+

−
(11)
(s+ × s− )z Cxy

where
Cxx

=

+
Cxz

=

Cyy

=

−
Cxy

=

Czz
−
Cyz

=
=

(2 − β 2 ) sin2 θ
1
sin2θ
γ
− sin2 θ
2β sin2 θ dγτ

(β 2 + (2 − β 2 ) cos2 θ)
γβsin2 θ dγτ

(12)

The spin properties of the produced taus translates in the angular distribution of both tau decay
products; in order to have access to the EDM one
has to measure this angular distribution. It is by
means of asymmetries that this may be done. In
this way we select each one of the terms we are
interested in. In what follows we will show how
to measure the terms that contain the EDM. We
will sum in all kinematic variables as possible in
order to enlarge the signal. The EDM is the leading contribution to the normal-transverse (y − x)
and normal-longitudinal (y − z) correlations. We
now show how to define an observable propor−
tional to the Cxy
term. In each of the correlation
terms in the cross section we have several kinematic variables to take into account: the CM angle θ of production of the tau with respect to the
electron, the azimuthal φh+ , φh′− and polar θh+ ,
θh′− angles of the produced hadrons h+ and h′−
in the τ ± rest frame. Both hadron momentum are
fixed by energy conservation and the neutrino in
each channel will be integrated out.
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The Cxy
term in the cross section dσ(e+ e− →
+ −
γ → τ τ → h+ ν̄h′− ν) can be written as:

dσ 8
∗ d3 q ∗
dΩτ d3 q−
+

=
−
Cxy

α2 β 2
Br+ Br− ×
128π 3 s2
dγτ sin2 θ ×
(n∗+x n∗−y − n∗+y n∗−x ) ×

∗
∗
δ(q−
− P− )δ(q+
− P+ ) (13)

where Br+ = Br(τ + → h+ ν), Br− = Br(τ − →
h′− ν), n∗± = ±α± q̂ ∗± ; α± are the polarization
parameters of the τ decay, q ± are the momentum
m2 −m

of the hadrons, P± = τ2mτ ± ; all ∗ means that
the quantities are referred to the τ rest frame of
reference. Integrating in some of the angles we
end up with
d2 σ
dφ∗− dφ∗+

=

α2 β 2
Br− Br+ α− α+ ×
192s2
sin(φ∗− − φ∗+ ) dγτ

(14)

We now integrate in these angles and define the
following asymmetry
AN T =

dσ+ − dσ−
dσ+ + dσ−

(15)

where
dσ+
dσ−

=

Z

sin(φ∗
−φ∗
)>0
−
+

=

Z

sin(φ∗
−φ∗
)<0
−
+

d2 σ
dφ∗ dφ∗
dφ∗− dφ∗+ − +

(16)

d σ
dφ∗ dφ∗
dφ∗− dφ∗+ − +

(17)

4β α− α+ γ
d
π 3 − β2 τ

AN L = −

(18)

We have verified that all other terms in the cross
section, i.e. the spin independent ones, the ones
coming with the linear polarization and all the
other spin-spin correlation terms, are eliminated
when we integrate in the way we propose. This
means that the only contribution to this asymme−
try is exactly the term Cxy
we are interested in.
In this way we have defined a normal-transverse
correlation observable directly proportional to the
EDM.

4 βγ
α− α+ dγτ
π2 3 − β 2

(19)

The above expressions are linear in the spin α
factors; we can sum all over the channels of both
τ ’s in order to enlarge the asymmetry.
All the above ideas can be applied for e+ e−
collisions at the Υ peak where the τ pair production is e+ e− → Υ → τ − τ − . In this way we may
have an important tau pair production rate. We
are interested in τ pairs produced by the decays
of the Υ resonances, therefore we can use Υ(1S),
Υ(2S) and Υ(3S), but not Υ(4S) because it decays dominantly into BB. We assume that the
resonant diagrams (b) and (d) of Fig. 1. dominate the process on the Υ peak. The Υ propagates with a Breit-Wigner and the FΥ (q 2 ) vector
form factor defined as
hΥ(w, q)|ψ̄b γµ ψb (0)|0i = FΥ (q 2 )ǫ∗µ (w, q)

(20)

is related to the partial width of Υ → e+ e− ,
Γee =

2

A straightforward computation gives
AN T =

In a similar way, we can define an observable related to the normal-longitudinal correlation term.
In this case the angular dependence on the decay
product of both τ is different and there are various observables we can define. For example, we
∗
∗
sin φ∗− cos θ+
integrate in the regions where sin θ−
is positive and negative to obtain

1 2 (4πα)2
2 MΥ
Q
4 |FΥ |
6π b MΥ
2

(21)

where Qb = − 31 in the electric charge of the b
quark. All the hadronic physics in our process is
included in this form factor.
The tau pair production at the Υ peak introduces the same polarization matrix terms with
respect to the production with γ exchange (diagrams (a) and (b)). The only difference is an over2
 2 2
2
e Qb |FΥ |2
= α3 Br(Υ → e+ e− )
all factor
sΓΥ MΥ

2
that is introduced in the cross section (s = MΥ
).
The only contributions with EDM in the polarization terms come with the interference of diagrams
(b) and (d) while diagram (b) squared gives the
tree level terms. All the comment we did with
respect to Eqs.(9), (10) and (11) are useful here,
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and we find that there are no changes in the asymmetries and their expression at the Υ peak remain
the same as before.
For 107 − 108 τ ’s the asymmetries provide
bounds of the order of 10−17 − 10−18 e cm for
the EDM. This is one or two orders of magnitude lower than the last PDG bound. To finish
we would like to stress that:
1) with low energies data we may ahve an independent analysis of the EDM from that obtained
with LEP data,
2) low energies data makes possible a clear separation of the effects coming from the EDM and
the weak-EDM,
3) high statistics can compensate the suppression factor q 2 /Λ2 in the low energy regime for the
effective operators,
4) as contrary as it is now the case in the published bounds our observables are CP-odd ones
and the limits thus obtained are rigorous.
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